
A peek at the Week 
in Mrs. Lopes’ class

Week of January 22, 2024
Reminders

● This week in ELA, will are continuing our new 
theme- “Changes Over Time”.   We are 
continuing to  read and write about how we 
measure time.  We are continuing  to read and 
write words with the “glued sounds” _ang, _ing, 
_ong, _ung, _ank, _ink, _onk, and _unk and 
words with Long A  and suffix s.

● We are also beginning to write two “top 
notch, 1st grade, DETAILED sentences on the 
same topic in our journals.  We are also 
engaging in “peer editing” where a peer uses 
the five star checklist to help your child check 
their work in addition to the children using the 
checklist to check their own work. 

● In math, we are also continuing to will be 
measure compare, and subtract with penguins 
while we are on a pretend trip to Antarctica!What We’re Learning!

Class News

Reading: 
Genre:  fantasy
Comprehension Skills:  characters, setting , 
and key events and retelling stories
Grammar:  capital letters and punctuation 
when writing two sentences
Structural Analysis: complete sentences
Phonics:   glued sounds  and Long A (see 
reverse side)
Trick Words:  very, too, also, come, some

Math:
Measuring using a standard  and 
nonstandard measuring tool,  compare 
and order two-digit numbers, find 
differences, and working on number 
charts and number lines

Home Practice Goals
At home “Can Do” suggestions 

Suggestions For This Week:
Reading/Writing:
❏ Practice reading the words, trick words, and 

sentences on the reverse side. 
❏ Read a story to yourself and then retell  the story 

to your family.
Math
❏ Work on your 100s Day Project

Other/SEL
❏ Practice tying the laces on your sneakers and 

boots.
❏ Practice putting your gloves/mittens in your hat 

and your hat in your sleeve.
❏ Draw pictures or make a list of things that make 

you happy or laugh.

● Your child needs to bring the following 
items to school each day:
○ Home/School Folder
○ one small snack
○ a full water bottle

● Please continue to check your child’s 
Home/School Folder each day.

● We have Gym on Wednesdays, so please 
wear sneakers to school. 

● We have Library on Thursdays, please 
have your child return their library book to 
school.

Important Dates:
● January 27th- Harlem Wizards vs MURSD
● February 5th- 100s Day Museum  9:30-10:30 

AM
● February 5th - Half Day (Teacher PD)
● February 6th- Inspired Learning Day



Phonics Word List

Sounds of the Week

         banks  rings      songs       winks               

         sank        ink  lungs    hangs        

         thank     things  bonks       chunks 

        

                   Sentences
Remember to try to read the sentences below “like you are 
talking, with feeling, and no pausing”.

My cat ate chunks of fish too.

That bug has two very big pink wings!

Does Jane also have six rings?

Can you come here and sing some songs to me?

Did you know that there are helper letters in the alphabet? One of those 
letter is “e”  “E” can help vowels say their name.  For example, when it’s a__e, “e” 

reaches over the consonant and bonks “a” on the head.  “A” says, “A! What did 
you do that for?”

ate            lake           shade         rake     


